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Lesson 1



High Expectations of All…
Work Presentation

Do:
• Write neatly 
• Use blue or black

ink only- or pencil if 
told to

• MISTAKES- crossed 
out with a line

• Use purple pen  for 
student reflection

Homework
- set once a week

Don’t:
-Scribble

Planners must be out on your 
tables every single lesson, RAG 
pages used to show progress. Do: 

Always underline LO 
and date with a 
pencil and ruler



Art is….
…according to a dictionary:

1. [from the 1300s] Skill; its display, application, 
or expression… [from the 1600s] The expression 
or application of creative skill and imagination, 
typically in a visual form such as painting, 
drawing, or sculpture, producing works to be 
appreciated primarily for their beauty or 
emotional power.

…imitation or creation?

…creating beauty or harmony

…something that reveals the essential or 

hidden truth

…thought expressed through form (or not)

…a source of calm in a chaotic world, an escape?

…political

…self-expression or autobiography

…communication of feelings

…an addiction

…an attempt at immortality

…whatever is displayed in a museum or 

gallery

…a career

…a hobby …communication

…everywhere
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Drawing a shoe

Task:

Draw your shoe from first hand observation, (a 
physical shoe in front of you).

80 MINUTES todays lesson, plus some time 
next lesson to complete and improve

Steps to success

• Demonstrate your knowledge as best you 
can.

• Remember to look carefully at your shoe, 
notice the details.

• Include your knowledge you the formal 
elements e.g. different tones, textures, 
shape.

• Consider your perspective (angle you will 
draw the shoe.)



Launching   
(equivalent: level 3 +)

Developing
(equivalent: level 4 +)



Secure 
(equivalent: level 7 +)

Mastering
(equivalent: Level 8 +



Lesson 2

• https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/approache

s-to-drawing-cmv34e



What will we 
do in Art at 
secondary 

school?

Learn how to be 
inspired by artists 
current and not. Learn key skills in Art, 

including drawing and 
painting.

To be imaginative 
and creative.

Take pride in the 
our work and its 
presentation.

Explore! 
Themes, ideas, artists.

Interpret! 
Respond, opinion, analysis.

Develop! 
Materials, processes, expand.

Refine!
Improve, technique, conclude.



Portraiture



What will I learn in the topic Portraiture?

• Understand the role of portraiture in art in a 
historical and contemporary context

• Exploring the techniques of artists in making self 
portraits

• Understand the anatomy of the face, starting 
with the skull

• Create a variety of work using observational 
drawing skills

• How to create a self portrait
• How to evaluate your own work and the work of 

others
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Lesson 3



In this task I am learning...

• About the aim of the 
unit.

• How to present my 
work by designing a 
cover page that 
captures and presents 
the theme: Portraiture

• How to accurately and 
effectively create an 
informative title.

I will be most successful if I...

1. Create a clear title using a pencil, ruler and guidelines.

2. Press VERY lightly

3. Plan out your letters from the centre outwards (watch 

teacher demonstration)

4. Outline your letters in fineliner

5. Rub out your guidelines.

6. Colour in your title - graduate from dark to light.

7. Add images of artist that we will be looking at during the 

project.

8. Colour in the background neatly.

9. Include key words within your title page.

Outcome: Title page for topic

LO: To understand the aim of the unit.
To produce an effective cover page for 
the unit using the resources available.



2cm

4cm

Centre of the page



Step-by-step guide
1. Draw three horizontal lines for your title- PRESS VERY LIGHTLY
2. Find the centre and draw a vertical line to mark it -PRESS VERY LIGHTLY
3. Plan out your letters lightly in pencil first, starting with the ‘a’ in the centre
4. Continue out from the ‘a’, drawing in the rest of your letters
5. Draw around your finished letters in fine liner, only when it has been check by the 

teacher
6. Glue images of famous portraits to your background
7. Add key words, written neatly around the page
8. Carefully start to add colour to your letters and the background- think about 

graduating from light to dark or one colour to another



Portraiture
Portraiture

Portraiture





Lesson 4



Miss L Thompson
Who am I?

• I am a middle child, with three siblings
• I have a 2 year old daughter
• Both my parents are only children so I have 

NO cousins
• I studied Art and Fashion at Salford University
• I love music festivals
• I dye my own hair
• I love renovating houses
• I can make my own clothes
• I find cooking and baking relaxing

Print a photo of yourself and anything else significant to you.
Bullet point 10 points interesting points about yourself. Bring in 
next lesson to stick along side your title page.



Lesson 5 & 6

• https://classroom.thenational.academy/lesso
ns/introduction-to-art-analyse-an-artists-
work-60r3gr



LO: To understand how to correctly
analyse an artist and their work.

S = Subject matter What do you see in the Artwork?

What is it trying to say?

E = Elements technical aspects of the image and use of formal 
elements, for example the composition, colour, tone 

M = Materials What materials do you think the artist used? Can 
you see any mark making?

I = Intent Why has the artist made this artwork?

Leave the page on the back of your title page blank so you can glue in your shoe once it is 
marked



Artist Analysis

Frida Khalo
Listen carefully and make notes 
on the artist in your book. You 

might write in bullet points, 
short sentences of more 

complex sentences

LO: To understand how to correctly
analysis an artist and their work.





KEY WORDS
Tone, Shape, Texture, 
Direction, Colour, Proportion, 
Accuracy, Highlights, Shadows, 
Blending, Medium, Scale. 

Who is Frida Kahlo? 
Where and when did she work?
What media did she use?
Why do you think she did it? 
What was her subject matter?
Describe how she has used colour.
Describe the composition of her painting.
What is the style of her work?
What is unique about her work?
What do you like/ dislike about her work? 
Why? How does it make you feel?

Write in your own words. Write in full 
sentences, do not write out the questions



What is the subject 
matter?

Why do you think 
Kahlo painted this 
particular image?

What materials do 
you think Kahlo has 

used?

Describe the composition 
of the image

What is it telling us 
about her?

What do you 
think about the 

image?Describe the use of 
colour

How does it 
make you feel?

Frida Kahlo
“Self-portrait with Thorn Necklace and Hummingbird” 1940



This a self-…………………………

I think Kahlo was trying to show us that she 
had a difficult…………………………………………….

Khalo has used oil………

The self portrait is centred…….

It shows she has been 
influenced by……………………….

What do you think about the 
image?Kahlo has used lots 

of…………………………………………..

How does it make you feel?

Frida Kahlo
“Self-portrait with Thorn Necklace and Hummingbird” 1940
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Frida Kahlo Pastiché

If you have not managed to write anything down for 
your Frida Kahlo Analysis Write the following:

‘Frida Kahlo was a painter and artist. She lived and 
worked in Mexico. Her work predominantly showed self-
portraits, of herself with animals and instruments. Her 
work was based on her childhood and her experience of 
life. Her style was realistic with vivid colours and nature 
as her background. Her work is unique as she captures 
the same pose with different creatures each time. She 
emphases her masculine features and facial hair. I like/ 
dislike ………. About her work because ………’



Born 6th July 1907, died 13th July 1954. How old was Kahlo 
when she died?  
47

How many self-portraits did she paint?  
55

What happened to her as a child? 
She had polio

What animal is often seen in her art?  
Monkey

What decade did her work become famous?
1970s

How did she dress?
100 year old indigenous garments

How did she damage her pelvis and spine?
Bus crash

What other symbols did she often show in her work?
Religious symbols. Jewish and Christian 



Lesson 7 & 8



Every student is given a
Stretch and Challenge activity

Using colouring pencils try to 
pick out the colour palette used 
by Frida Kahlo and replicate it 
in your pastiche. Take care to 
colour carefully and neatly, 

trying to blend through your 
shades





Copy of Frida Kahlo’s work

LO: To copy the work of Freda 
Kahlo. 

Steps to success

- Draw the basic shape first.

- Press lightly for the initial marks.

- Fill every section of the grid.

- Look carefully for the details, unique 
to her work.

- Apply tone using coloured pencil.



Lesson 9, 10 & 11

• https://classroom.thenational.academy/lesso
ns/vincent-van-gogh-part-3-self-portrait-
crt34e



Facial Proportion

What are the 
proportions of the face? 

Why are they 
important?

When drawing the face 
what is the first thing 
we must consider?



What shape face have you got?





5 eyes across 

the median line
Line of symmetry

Width of nose

Width of the mouth 

and distance 

between the centre 

of the eyes

The median line

Half way down the face

Bottom of nose

¾ of the face

Bottom of mouth

Proportions of the Face 5th November 2019



Proportions of a Face



Quick tips:
Face Proportions 











Lesson 12



Drawing the eyes 13/11/19

- Draw a line and an 
oval over the line.

- Add the tear duct to 
the inside of the eye.

Or 
Draw the eye in a shape 
of a lemon.

- Your iris will not be 
fully visible. The top or 
bottom will be covered 
by the eye lid, 
depending on which 
way you are looking. 

- It is darker on the 
outside of the iris than 
the inside.

- There will be highlights 
within the iris. (This is 
made by light)

- The colour shading of 
the iris is from the 
center to the outside.

- Top lashes go in the 
direction of the outside 
of the eye.

- Group lashes together.
- Bottom lashes point 

down and follow shape 
of eye. 

Pupil will be in 
center of iris



Draw this eye using the step by 
step system



L/O: To draw an 
eye using 
contrasting tone 
& accurate shapes

Steps:
1. Sketch out the 

outline of the eye 
so it fills the box.

2. Start adding your 
darker tones to 
the pupil .

3. Graduate the tone 
to create your 
lighter areas in the 
iris and around the 
eye.

4. Use a rubber to 
add more 
highlights.

Tip: you can use more 
than one type of tone 


Notice this looks like a 
lemon shape

Don’t forget to add 
the white reflection





Lesson 13

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D
eFv3pg_Fxk





http://thevirtualinstructor.com/graphitenose.h
tml

How to Draw a Nose



Lesson 14

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCg9P03C
pjU





L/O: To draw  lips 
using contrasting 
tone & accurate 
shapes

Steps:
1. Sketch out the outline of the lips so it fills the box.
2. Start adding your darker tones in the centre of the eye .
3. Graduate the tone to create your lighter areas on the 

bottom lip
4. Use a rubber to add more highlights.
Tip: you can use more than one type of tone 



Lesson 15

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsu7TO4
4MVI



How to draw hair

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEaOna584Ms
http://rapidfireart.com/2015/06/17/how-to-draw-

realistic-hair-the-ultimate-tutorial/ Print 50%

How to draw eyes
http://wanibondo.cf/how/how-to-draw-realistic-eyes-with-pencil.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEaOna584Ms
http://rapidfireart.com/2015/06/17/how-to-draw-realistic-hair-the-ultimate-tutorial/
http://wanibondo.cf/how/how-to-draw-realistic-eyes-with-pencil.html


Resources for final piece

Sarah Beetson inspired final piece





Sarah Beetson SEMI  analysis

S – Subject (Describe it, What is 
it?)
E – Elements (Colour, tone, line, 
texture, composition.)
M- Materials (What did she 
use? How did  she do it?)
I   - Intent (Why did she do it?)








